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Do you make frequent international calls? If yes, are you using a value pack for low call rates? If
yes, you are indeed availing the best of the mobile deals available in the market. If not, you are only
burning a hole in your pocket. When low international call rates plans are available to your
advantage why not avail them? Today, it is but a humdrum affair for Indian students studying abroad
to pursue a bright career ahead. It is no surprise to find many getting settled abroad with a job. It is
not possible to plan foreign trip frequently given the high cost of the trip. But staying connected is
important. Thanks to telecommunication network operators providing a range of mobile deals to the
subscribersâ€™ benefit. Almost every network operator has on offer mobile deals dedicated for local,
STD, and ISD calling. These are value packs; using them you enjoy low call rates.

How do you gain maximum benefits when it comes to enjoying low call rates? If you think that it is
only your network operator that is offering the best mobile deals, you may be wrong. It is only after a
proper research that you can assure yourself. Surfing the internet will well serve your research
purpose. Alternatively, you can visit your nearest mobile store that provides prepaid cards and
recharge packs of all network operators. Here you can ask and compare and accordingly choose
the best option. Do consider the terms and conditions as well. You will certainly not want to dent
your wallet going by rumors about the best mobile deals. Consider the validity aspect too. Enjoying
the lowest international call rates in the market does matter, especially when it comes to staying
connected for hours.

Yes, you can enjoy international call rates of 1 paisa per second. Of course call rates vary from
country to country. Gone were the days when calling overseas was a very expensive affair. You
could hardly imagine calling your friends and relatives located abroad provided you have a healthy
pocket. The latest value pack that is a rage amongst subscribers for enjoying low international call
rates is the igain-18. Given below is the call rates option for various countries:

â€¢	United Kingdom Fixed, Canada, USA at 1P/sec

â€¢	Greece Fixed, Singapore, Spain Fixed, China and Hong Kong at 2P/sec

â€¢	Malaysia, Romania Fixed and Thailand at 3P/sec

â€¢	Russia Fixed, South Korea at 4P/sec

â€¢	Pakistan, Turkey fixed at 5P/sec

â€¢	Bangladesh at 6P/sec

â€¢	Nepal at 11P/sec

â€¢	Iraq, Oman Fixed, Romania mobile, Bhutan, Greece Mobile, Bahrain, Indonesia, Kuwait, Saudi
Arabia and Australia at 10P/sec

â€¢	Philippines Fixed, Russia mobile, Sri Lanka, United Arab Emirates, Qatar Fixed and Japan at
11P/sec

â€¢	Philippines mobile, Qatar mobile, Spain Mobile, Turkey Mobile and Yemen at 15P/sec
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â€¢	Afghanistan, LIBYA Fixed and UK Mobile at 18P/sec

â€¢	Oman mobile, Myanmar and LIBYA mobile at 25P/sec.

The aforesaid pack is only about international call rates. Look for mobile deals that serve myriad
calling purposes.
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